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All-In-One Cartoning Solution

StealthWrap™ One Step is the all-in-one cartoning system 
that creates a high performance, ultra durable, ship-ready 
parcel whilst eliminating excess packaging, reducing total 
costs and improving package security.

TIME TO RE-THINK THE BOX
StealthWrap™ One Step is a uniquely engineered cartoning 
solution that provides enhanced security and protection 
while eliminating the need for extra shipping cartons and 
packing materials. It shrinks to the dimensions of the product, 
obscuring any markings or identification of the product inside, 
and provides a strong, damage-resistant covering, resulting in 
a ship-ready parcel.

OPTIMISES SHIPPING COST
StealthWrap™ significantly reduces the dimension and shipping 
cost of the package. By eliminating the outer transit carton and 
replacing with StealthWrap™, freight costs can be significantly 
reduced.

IMPROVES FULFILMENT VELOCITY
StealthWrap™ One Step significantly reduces labour costs in 
the packaging workflow by increasing throughput velocity by 
20 times or more.

ENABLES WAREHOUSE SPACE SAVINGS
Storing conventional packaging materials can take up valuable 
space. One roll of StealthWrap™ can eliminate up to 1000 
boxes, along with removing the need for secondary packaging 
materials such as tape and void fill materials, considerably 
reducing storage space required.

SUPPORTS SUSTAINABILITY INITIATIVES
StealthWrap™ enables remarkable sustainability benefits; with 
significant packaging material reduction frequently exceeding 
80%. Your packaging process becomes more sustainable and 
environmentally conscious.

SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum Product Size
L 50cm x W 38cm x H 24cm

Seal Size
42 x 55cm

Max. Roll Width
580mm

Machine Footprint
132cm x 140cm

Velocity
150 Packs per day

Power
220/240 VAC 50Hz 2A, Single Phase


